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Night
Contemporany

Distinguish your choices.

Hand made decorations.

Every subject is a unique piece.

The importance of details
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White mother of pearl 
WITH DECORATIONS

Chanel
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The elegant style and the enveloping lines remin 
warm and cozy shades, they bring you back to the 

past’s romantic atmosphere.

The pleasant combination of the details and the 
swarovski crystals insertions characterizes this bed.

White mother of pearl 
WITH DECORATIONS

Chanel
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Chanel
White mother of pearl 

WITHOUT DECORATIONS
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The elegant style and the enveloping lines remin 
warm and cozy shades, they bring you back to the 

past’s romantic atmosphere.

The pleasant combination of the details and the 
swarovski crystals insertions characterizes this bed.

White mother of pearl 
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Chanel
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Patinated p20
WITH DECORATIONS

Chanel
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The elegant style and the enveloping lines remin 
warm and cozy shades, they bring you back to the 

past’s romantic atmosphere.

Carved wood columns, mother of pearl finish and 
exclusively handmade decorations create sinuous 

and elegnat dressers.

The pleasant combination of the details and the 
swarovski crystals insertions characterizes this bed.

Patinated p20
WITH DECORATIONS

Chanel
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Patinated p20
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Chanel
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The elegant style and the enveloping lines remin 
warm and cozy shades, they bring you back to the 

past’s romantic atmosphere.

The pleasant combination of the details and the 
swarovski crystals insertions characterizes this bed.

Patinated p20
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Chanel
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Lacquered matt white
WITH DECORATIONS

Flora
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Flora is synonym of refinement and elegance in the 
field of high quality design furniture. In its lacquered 

version, this model shows an innovative style, with 
unexpected combinations which sre the result of a 

long research.

Thanks to its inimitable details, flora creates a 
unique way to experience living in luxury and in an 

exclusive environment, without forgetting references 
of the past.

The insertion of swarovski cristals gives the 
wardrobes a special look thanks to the light illusions.

Lacquered matt white
WITH DECORATIONS

Flora
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Lacquered matt white
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Flora
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Lacquered matt white
 WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Flora
Flora is synonym of refinement and elegance in the 

field of high quality design furniture. In its lacquered 
version, this model shows an innovative style, with 
unexpected combinations which sre the result of a 

long research.

Thanks to its inimitable details, flora creates a 
unique way to experience living in luxury and in an 

exclusive environment, without forgetting references 
of the past.

The insertion of swarovski cristals gives the 
wardrobes a special look thanks to the light illusions.
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Classic
Night
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Walnut or patinated
WITH DECORATIONS

Achilea
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Achilea
The craftsman skills, the productive process, the 
materials and finishes all melt to give a precious 

creation in order to obtain a charming and 
fascinating bedroom design.

Precious materials and finishes both transform the 
space into an intimate and warm place.

The rounded shapes, made even more elegant by 
the capitonee’ quilting, and the use of swarovski 
crystals, transform achilea into a classic bed par 

excellence.
At the same time, the bed can be integrated in more 

contemporary contests.

Walnut or patinated
WITH DECORATIONS
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Patinated p20
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Achilea
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Patinated p20
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Achilea
The craftsman skills, the productive process, the 
materials and finishes all melt to give a precious 

creation in order to obtain a charming and 
fascinating bedroom design.

Precious materials and finishes both transform the 
space into an intimate and warm place.

The rounded shapes, made even more elegant by 
the capitonee’ quilting, and the use of swarovski 
crystals, transform achilea into a classic bed par 

excellence.
At the same time, the bed can be integrated in more 

contemporary contests.
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Walnut or patinated
WITH DECORATIONS

Canaletto
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Walnut or patinated
WITH DECORATIONS

Canaletto
The craftsman skills, the productive process, the 
materials and finishes all melt to give a precious 

creation in order to obtain a charming and 
fascinating bedroom design.

Precious materials and finishes both transform the 
space into an intimate and warm place.

The rounded shapes, made even more elegant by 
the capitonee’ quilting, and the use of swarovski 
crystals, transform achilea into a classic bed par 

excellence.
At the same time, the bed can be integrated in more 

contemporary contests.
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Walnut or patinated
WITH DECORATIONS

Virginia
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The craftsman skills, the productive process, the 
materials and finishes all melt to give a precious 

creation in order to obtain a charming and 
fascinating bedroom design.

Precious materials and finishes both transform the 
space into an intimate and warm place.

The rounded shapes, made even more elegant by 
the capitonee’ quilting, and the use of swarovski 
crystals, transform achilea into a classic bed par 

excellence.
At the same time, the bed can be integrated in more 

contemporary contests.

Walnut or patinated
WITH DECORATIONS

Virginia
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Walnut or patinated
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Virgina
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Virginia
The craftsman skills, the productive process, the 
materials and finishes all melt to give a precious 

creation in order to obtain a charming and 
fascinating bedroom design.

Precious materials and finishes both transform the 
space into an intimate and warm place.

The rounded shapes, made even more elegant by 
the capitonee’ quilting, and the use of swarovski 
crystals, transform achilea into a classic bed par 

excellence.
At the same time, the bed can be integrated in more 

contemporary contests.

Patinated

WITH DECORATIONS
WITH DECORATIONS

WITHOUT DECORATIONS
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Day
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White mother of pearl
WITH DECORATIONS

Chanel
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White mother of pearl
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Chanel
Flora is synonym of refinement and elegance in the 

field of high quality design furniture. In its lacquered 
version, this model shows an innovative style, with 
unexpected combinations which sre the result of a 

long research.

Thanks to its inimitable details, flora creates a 
unique way to experience living in luxury and 

in an exclusive environment, without forgetting 
references of the past.

The insertion of swarovski cristals gives the 
wardrobes a special look thanks to the light 

illusions.
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White mother of pearl
WITH DECORATIONS

White mother of pearl
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

ChanelChanel
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White mother of pearl
WITH DECORATIONS

Chanel
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Patinated P20
WITH DECORATIONS

Chanel
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Patinated P20
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Chanel
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Lacquered matt white
WITH DECORATIONS

comp. N 22
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Lacquered matt white

Day

comp. N 20

comp. N 28

Lacquered matt white
WITH DECORATIONS

Lacquered matt white
WITH DECORATIONS

comp. N 20
Lacquered matt white

WITH DECORATIONS
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comp. N 26
Lacquered matt white

WITH DECORATIONS
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Lacquered matt white 

Day

comp. N 32

comp. N 20

Lacquered matt  white
WITHOUT DECORATIONS

Lacquered matt  white
WITHOUT DECORATIONS
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walnut

mother of pearl eco-leather 

real beige leather

patinated laminate

patinated combined with laminate ice eco-leather

tissue nabuk 01

real white leather

white mother of pearl lacquered matt white

patinated p20

tissue nabuk 07

Finishes of structures and fronts Fabrics



 


